
A HISTORICAL LATECOERE

On the 1st of August in 1927, it rains and the ceiling is low near Toulouse.
A Latécoère 17, manufacturer serial number 622 belonging to the famous French pioneer
airline « Aéropostale » and registered F-AIGL, is coming from Rabat in Morocco via
Alicante in Spain. It is flying in the direction of Toulouse, Montaudran. Five persons are
onboard the airplane which is transporting postal mail. Four of the people work for
Aéropostale: two pilots, a mechanic, and Alfred Brangier, the Manager of the Rabat base,
who is accompanied by his wife, Hélène Lhermitte.
The aircraft has flown over the Pyrénées mountains and starts its descent. The weather is very
bad with clouds near the ground. The pilot, Alexandre Bury, 34, believes he is close to his
destination and drops nearer to the ground. Unfortunately, however, the aircraft has just
passed Saint Gaudens where the hills are 300 meter high.
Suddenly, the Latécoère17 catches the top of a tree and crashes in a small wood. The airplane
explodes and burns; tragically, its passengers are instantly killed. The rescuers, inhabitants of
the next village arrive quickly, but there is nothing they can do.
A moving testimony has been recently found, it is from one of the ladies who managed the
famous « hôtel du grand balcon” in Toulouse, where all the pilots of Aéropostale
stayed: “The whole night, the poor Miss Bury vainly waited for her husband. It was terrible
to see that woman cry, while we all knew that her husband had crashed in the mountains.”.
Over several days, newspapers related the tragic story. Eventually, the remains of the aircraft
were disposed off, and calm returned to the little wood where the accident took place.

An exceptional discovery

Almost 90 years later, we arrive at the crash site looking for an icon of French aviation
history: the remains of a Latécoère of the Aéropostale.
These words evoke a saga with a series of very famous names: Montaudran airport, Saint
Exupéry, l’Hôtel du Grand Balcon, Mermoz, and Daurat were contemporaries of “our”
Latécoère 17.
A long administrative work has been completed beforehand: a file was remitted to obtain the
authorization of the French Archeological directorate, and the green light to proceed from the
owner of the land has been requested.
The search begins and many parts are immediately found; They are small and very damaged
because the crash was so violent. But they carry a very strong symbolic significance: they are
the only remains in France of a genuine Latécoère of Aéropostale.

Small fragments, but a huge historical interest

The analysis of these fragments shed light: (1) some skin, which covered the aircraft
airframe; (2) parts of bakélite, the “composite of that time”, most probably from the trim
wheel; (3) some elements of precision mechanisms from the instruments fitted in the
cockpit; (4) airframe stringers; (5) a cable tensioner; (6) some small, finely molded metal
components, whose use is unknown to us and (7) very thin glass shards, also from cockpit
instruments.
The most moving parts are personal belongings, which belonged to the crews: (8) a belt
buckle; (9) the lid of a toothpaste box on which we can read « dentifrice Gibbs Paris »; (10)
green and blue bottle shards, on one of these, you can read «Paris »; (11) the locker of a
trunk loaded in the aircraft and (12) and three coins with dates that correspond with the date



of the crash. Most likely these coins belonged to the victims of the crash and/or were lost by
the intended rescuers.
A beautiful airframe part with rivets is discovered (picture 5). It is moving to think that it
was handbuilt by « compagnons » (craftmen) in Montaudran factory circa 90 years earlier.
In a den, we find many cast iron parts, from the « Jupiter » engine. The later, heavier than the
airframe, continued its course down the hill and exploded there (picture 6). Like a giant
jigsaw, we rebuild the radial engine mount (bearer/carrier). Note the numbers on top, « 2 » et
« 3 », which were marks for the mechanics timing or trimming the engine; We also find
(picture 8): (1) a sparking plug and (2) distribution pushers.

A paint chip dating back to 1927
A detail catches our attention on an airframe part: a very small red chip of paint is still there,
it is the famous red of the Aéropostale company, which has totally vanished today. We have
now the exact color of this and other Latécoère aircraft. No complete Latécoère 17 exists
today; however, a refined version of the Laté 17, a Latécoère 25, which is complete, exists in
Argentina, but it has been repainted.

Unexpected findings!
By sheer chance, we find parts which are absolutely not related to the aircraft: an eagle from
Napoleon period, it adorned the hat of a soldier and a medieval spearhead. The ground here is
a “museum” of a kind!

These remains of a Late 17 will be exposed
The unique remains of “our” Latécoère 17 deserve to be shown to the public. The display will
happen through a project « the giants runway » (« la piste des géants » ) that will open in two
years at the Toulouse Montaudran airport, where, befittingly, Pierre Georges Latécoère
started building his aircraft in 1917. This exhibition, at which the Latécoère 17 parts will be
shown, will praise the heroism of the Aerospostale pioneers.

An astonishing Coincidence

History keeps on making surprises to us…..
Before any search, we need the landowner’s authorization. For the Latécoère, when we
contact the owner, we realize that we are speaking with a famous personality of the French
aviation history.
Geneviève de Galard owns the land where the Laté 17 crashed. She had an incredible military
career and remarkable life. She was a flying nurse in the French “armée de l’air “ during the
Indochina war. She was in charge of the wounded during ferry flights when they were
evacuated.
In March 1954, her DC-3 lands in Dien Biên Phu, but the Dakota is damaged when landing.
The aircraft cannot take off and Geneviève is trapped in the cursed fortification.



She stays there three weeks, with 15,000 French soldiers. She is the only French nurse in the
camp, and she tries as much as possible to relieve the French soldiers which are slowly but
steadily choked by the Viet Cong forces.
On 7 May 1954, Dien Biên Phu surrenders, and Geneviève de Galard becomes a prisoner.
She was a captive for three weeks before being liberated.
When she comes back in France, she is acclaimed as the symbol of the French resistance in
Vietnam. Thereafter, «the Angel of Diên Biên Phu » goes to the United States, invited there
by the U.S. Congress. She will meet President Dwight Eisenhower who awarded her the
Presidential Medal of Freedom.
It is a famous Lady that we meet near Toulouse. She welcomes us with great simplicity, with
her husband and her sons. She knew that an aircraft had crashed on her property but she has
been amazed to read the story that we were able to rebuild
History had fun with us, connecting us with two aircraft events that were initially not related
at all…

Thanks to : Geneviève de Galard and his family, Sapiensapiens agency, Aeroforums, Steve
Polyak, Michel Pranville, Mémoire d’Aéropostale team, and the others that I forgot to
name…


